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Deepening Scholarly Access to Geppō:
Toward a CollectivelyContributed Article Citation Database
Michael P. Williams

University of Pennsylvania

Introduction
Geppō 月報, journal‐like pamphlets issued within monographic sets, are important
resources containing material that complements the volumes with which they are issued. 1
Typical contents for geppō include: brief academic articles, chronologies, bibliographies,
reminiscences‐as‐biographies, editorial notes, biographical sketches of contributors to the
series, errata and corrigenda, tables of contents, indexes, and information about other
volumes in the series. Despite their wealth of contents—much of which can be found only
in these publications—geppō traditionally have been overlooked and underappreciated. In
many libraries, they have been lost or discarded. Based on an assessment of the current
situation of geppō at the University of Pennsylvania Libraries, as well as on a review of
topical Japanese literature, I propose a collaborative database to provide access to these
valuable but neglected resources. In this article, I will introduce the history of geppō,
including their evolution over time and their treatment in libraries. I will then discuss
challenges concerning collection of and access to geppō using a case study of one title held
at the University. Finally, I will offer recommendations for consistent preservation
methodologies of geppō and for the transformation of their analog content into indexed
data.
History of Geppō Publishing
Geppō are a relatively recent development in Japanese publishing, originating in the late
1920s. The earliest geppō were issued with monthly installments of literary collections.
The first such collection began as a publication plan by the publishing house Kaizōsha 改造
社, intended to bolster weakened sales in the aftermath of the 1923 Great Kantō
Earthquake. Kaizōsha’s strategy was to promote “one book for one yen”, delivered to
subscribers of the first monthly published literary collection, Gendai Nihon bungaku zenshū
現代日本文学全集. Kaizōsha promoted this collection with the additional promise of a
freely delivered supplementary title, Kaizōsha bungaku geppō 改造社文学月報, which was
included free of charge starting with the second installment of Gendai Nihon bungaku
zenshū in January 1927.
Competing publisher Shun’yōdō 春陽堂, which owned the “block rights” 2 to a title that
Kaizōsha had intended to include in Gendai Nihon bungaku zenshū, responded quickly to
the challenge with its own “one yen” literary collection, Meiji Taishō bungaku zenshū 明治大
正文学全集. 3 This collection had its own geppō, Shun’yōdō geppō 春陽堂月報. These geppō
provided space for publishers to communicate directly with readers. Along with notices for
1
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future installments, they offered articles relating to the materials printed in the sets. Other
publishers emulated the Kaizōsha/Shun’yōdō model in that same year: both Shinchōsha’s
新潮社Sekai bungaku zenshū 世界文学全集 and Kindaisha’s近代社Sekai gikyoku zenshū世
界戯曲全集, for example, included their own geppō. 4
What began as an advertising strategy soon became a ubiquitous literary feature of
Japanese series publications. Through the 20th century and now into the 21st, publishers of
large monographic series frequently have included a geppō issue with each volume of the
set. 5 Some of these geppō have further evolved into fully developed works. I have
discovered four titles which began as serialized columns in geppō:
•

•

•

•

Chūgoku koten bungaku e no shōtai 中国古典文学への招待 (Heibonsha 平凡社,
1975), originally published in Chūgoku koten bungaku taikei geppō 中国古典文学大
系月報 (Heibonsha, 1967‐1975) by various authors.
Ishikawa Jun’s 石川淳 Zenken yoin 前賢餘韻 (Iwanami Shoten 岩波書店, 1975),
originally published in Ōgai zenshū geppō 鷗外全集月報 (Iwanami Shoten, 1971‐
1975).
Nakamura Shin'ichirō’s 中村真一郎 Kono hyakunen no shōsetsu : jinsei to bungaku to
この百年の小説―人生と文学と (Shinchōsha, 1974), originally published in
Shinchō Nihon bungaku geppō 新潮日本文学月報 (Shinchōsha, 1968‐1973) as
Bungaku to jinsei 文学と人生.
Sawabe Shigenori’s 澤辺成徳 Burai no kawa wa seiretsunari : Shibata Renzaburō
den 無賴の河は清冽なり―柴田錬三郎伝 (Shūeisha 集英社, 1992), expanded from
similarly‐titled serial column Shibata Renzaburō shōden : Burai no kawa wa
seiretsunari 柴田錬三郎小伝―無賴の河は清冽なり in Shibata Renzaburō senshū
geppō 柴田錬三郎選集月報 (Shūeisha, 1989‐1990).

There are likely other works that similarly evolved from geppō articles into monographic
resources, which have greater exposure to readers and researchers 6 . It is difficult to
ascertain how many such monographs exist, given that such detailed publication histories
are often found within prefaces or afterwords, or added as brief endnotes. The fact that
publishers have leveraged content from their previously published geppō demonstrates
that material of considerable value is often contained in these distinct publications.
Bibliographic Distinctness
Geppō indeed represent a distinct bibliographic category that does not fit neatly into
existing vocabularies. They are neither ephemera, nor supplements, nor in‐trade
periodicals, but bear similarities to each. Geppō are usually issued within monographic
series: complete and selected works of authors, literary collections, multi‐volume
compendia, and miscellaneous other sets. They are found tucked into the pages of each
volume of the series, and thus are rather physically slight. Geppō generally measure
approximately 20 cm high, and may range from a single sheet to a small booklet, usually
not exceeding 16 pages. A typical 8‐page geppō, for example, consists of two folded leaves,
2
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one nested inside the other. These booklet signatures are rarely stapled, leaving geppō
issues vulnerable to either partial or complete loss.
Publishers may place geppō inside volumes directly alongside advertising ephemera, such
as small catalogs. These latter items are certainly one‐time use resources: their function is
to aid in title selection for future reading, but once those titles have been obtained, the
content of these advertisements loses much of its usefulness. 7 Geppō may contain notices
of future publications, but these do not represent the bulk of geppō content.
Similarly, geppō are not just “supplements” to the volumes with which they are distributed.
While they often contain information directly relevant to the books that house them—such
as corrections to the printed content and biographies of the volume’s authors and editors—
this useful supplementary information is not the primary subject matter of geppō.
Geppō contain enduring content written by intellectuals, scholars, and literati that can be
used independently of their host volumes. A complete collection of a single geppō title may
span several hundred pages of scholarly knowledge. In this respect, geppō bear similarities
to academic periodicals. They feature various articles by individual authors organized
around particular topics, and may even contain serialized columns spanning the entire run
of the geppō. Geppō, however, are not in‐trade periodicals. 8 They are unavailable for
individual or subscription purchase. To obtain a particular geppō issue, one must generally
purchase the volume with which it is issued. 9 Moreover, geppō do not have the durability
of traditional journals and are not suitable for long‐term unmediated browsing.
The physical properties of geppō and their unique method of distribution necessitate that
geppō be considered as a distinct type of serialized printed resource that merits quality
bibliographic description and access.
Collecting Geppō in Japanese Libraries
Because geppō are a uniquely Japanese phenomenon and are certainly prevalent within the
publishing industry of Japan, I investigated how Japanese libraries have handled these
resources. I began by looking at the policies of the National Diet Library (NDL). NDL’s
latest entry on geppō (dated December 20th, 2012) offers a short guide to researchers on
how to find them, and details the Library’s geppō‐processing methods. 10 Starting in the
1950s, NDL kept and catalogued geppō separately from the sets they accompanied
(sometimes bound into volumes, whether complete or incomplete). Since June 2001, NDL
has pasted geppō into the books which originally contained them. Geppō processed before
this policy shift bear their own catalog records, which are bibliographically functional but
often lack detailed description and subject analysis. It seems unlikely that NDL will
continue to create new geppō‐specific records, since post‐2001 issues have been and will
continue to be tipped into books. NDL has offered one monumental print bibliography:
Kokuritsu Kokkai Toshokan shozō zenshū geppō, furokurui mokuroku 国立国会図書館所蔵全
集月報・付録類目録 lists 2,523 geppō titles as of October 1996, but this list was not meant

3
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to be comprehensive of all titles in existence. Rather, it included only those geppō that NDL
owned. This volume is close to two decades old, however, and is long out of print.
I assumed that libraries elsewhere in Japan would have policies similar to NDL’s, but this
appears not to be the case. In a 2011 survey of six libraries open to the public in the
Shikoku and Chūgoku regions, Nakanishi Yutaka 中西裕 and Katō Minako 加藤美奈子
reveal that the majority of these libraries had no policy regarding the handling of geppō;
those that did have guidelines were found not to have followed them in several cases.
Nakanishi and Katō found that some geppō had been affixed into volumes with staples, glue,
or tape, while others were inserted loosely into pages. Many geppō issues that should have
been there were missing. In one case, a monographic set of 101 geppō‐bearing volumes
lacked 58 of these geppō issues, and of the remaining 43, 9 were loosely inserted
(Nakanishi, 2011: p.12‐13). The future of these issues is unclear.
In libraries where loose insertion remains the preferred method for processing, the chance
of these resources being lost or discarded seems high. This is particularly problematic
because publishers cannot always re‐supply missing geppō. Nakanishi and Katō cite a case
of Hashimoto Tatsunori’s 橋本辰紀 attempt at acquiring missing issues of geppō directly
from publishers. These efforts proved only 30% successful, with most publishers unable to
provide them (Nakanishi, 2011: p.2 ; Hashimoto, 1971: p.27).
Collecting Geppō at the University of Pennsylvania Libraries:
The Case of Shin Nihon koten bungaku taikei, Meiji hen
Using Nakanishi and Katō’s approach as a model, I decided to investigate several
monographic sets that I suspected should have contained geppō in my home library at the
University of Pennsylvania. The results of my analysis suggest that no uniform policy for
managing geppō had been established, and that practices have varied over the years
without documented explanation. Previous catalogers at the University seem to have
followed both the pre‐ and post‐2001 NDL approaches, binding some runs of geppō into
pamphlet folders, and tipping others into the books with which they were issued. Still
other geppō were left untouched in their host volumes.
In order to demonstrate the challenges routinely posed by geppō management, I will
recount the case of one recent series in detail. Shin Nihon koten bungaku taikei, Meiji hen 新
日本古典文学大系明治編 was published by Iwanami Shoten in 30 volumes between 2001
and 2013. Iwanami did not release this set in numerical order. The first volume published
was volume 24, followed a month later by volume 8. Each volume of the series included
one 16‐page geppō issue, 11 to which Iwanami assigned enumeration based on distribution
order. Thus, geppō number 1 was included in volume 24, and geppō number 2 in volume 8.
In total, 122 articles span the 484 pages of Shin Nihon koten bungaku taikei, Meiji hen geppō
新日本古典文学大系明治編月報. Among these articles are two serial columns: Meijiki no
hon'yaku ni okeru gengo bunka 明治期の翻訳における言語・文化 by Hideo Kamei 亀井秀
雄 (28 installments); and Meiji shuppan zasshiki 明治出版雑識 by various columnists (29
installments). 12
4
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The University of Pennsylvania Libraries placed an order for this series in late 2001, a
month after it had begun publication, and received it in installments thereafter. When I
began to research it in early 2013, I discovered that the majority of the geppō issues
remained loosely inserted into the volumes, with a few notable variations. Using data from
the Libraries’ ILS, I was able to construct a timeline of how this geppō title had been
managed prior to my arrival at the University of Pennsylvania in late 2006.
The first four distributions (volumes 24, 8, 12, and 15) were all catalogued on 6/12/2002.
All of these geppō (numbers 1‐4) were loosely inserted. The geppō for the next two
installments (volumes 20 and 23) are missing. Geppō for the next six distributions were all
loosely inserted into the volumes. The following three installments were all processed on
8/12/04: one of these lacks its geppō, while the other two had pockets created so that the
geppō might be tucked into them. For the next installment, processed on 1/12/2005, the
geppō was stapled and glued in. The remaining installments had their geppō loosely left
inside the volumes until March 2013, when the University received the final installment of
the series. 13
The reasons for these varying practices are unclear, but I speculate that a multitude of
factors likely contribute to a lack of uniformity in geppō management. Some geppō issues
may be discarded inadvertently in the cataloging process, along with publisher ephemera.
Else, they may have be lost during active use of the host volumes by library patrons.
Manpower concerns also may diminish the ability to process geppō effectively, since
tipping in each issue would require an investment of time and labor.
Whatever the reasons may have been, the inconsistent management of Shin Nihon koten
bungaku taikei, Meiji hen geppō over the 12 years of its distribution is no great surprise,
given the findings of Nakanishi and Katō’s survey of similar sets in Japanese libraries. The
University’s treatment of this set offers one example of how well‐meaning but
undocumented processing methods can render geppō prone to loss. Like Shin Nihon koten
bungaku taikei, Meiji hen geppō, some monographic sets are indeed published over the
course of many years, if not decades. Collecting such physically delicate resources over a
considerable length of time requires attention. Managing the numerous geppō in print is
likely a challenge not just for the University of Pennsylvania, but for many other research
universities as well. Even if these preservation problems are overcome, however, access to
the content within geppō remains a challenge.
Current Landscape of Available Geppō Data
Given lack of prior recognition for the academic value of geppō, and the variety of methods
used to integrate them into collections, it is unsurprising that there is no up‐to‐date
comprehensive list of existing geppō. It is therefore difficult as of this writing to determine
which series should have contained geppō, and what others might still contain them.
In order to attempt a list of what geppō titles exist, I searched through the database of
library cooperative OCLC. The majority of geppō‐specific records are those imported from
5
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NDL’s catalog. Additionally, the presence of geppō is sometimes mentioned in records for
sets of books or their analyzed volumes, usually with a brief note such as “geppō
inserted”. 14 In either case, detailed description of their content and article‐level title access
is scanty. Turning to Google to see if research institutions had created finding aids for
geppō, I discovered that a few individuals have compiled their own tables of contents of
geppō on personal websites. I was able to data‐mine these pages and verify the
information against the original items. 15 While the efforts of these compilers are laudable,
they are uncoordinated and scattered across the web.
Because libraries have been acquiring more and more publisher‐ and distributor‐supplied
cataloging data in recent years, I investigated some Japanese publishers’ websites to
analyze what geppō information they have offered. I discovered that these publishers did
not advertise the contents of geppō; most did not even mention the presence of a geppō at
all. One notable exception to this again involves Shin Nihon koten bungaku taikei, Meiji hen.
Publisher Iwanami Shoten’s website provides full contents listings for the literary text, the
explanatory material, and the geppō articles. 16 A few of these geppō articles may even be
read online.
Publishers have not completely ignored geppō, however. There are articles and chapters
published in Japanese journals and books that provide tables of contents for specific geppō,
and a few publishers have even reprinted older geppō along with indexes for them. 17
Despite these attempts to make geppō content available, they only provide analog access to
a handful of titles, without digitally searchable citations. While a few important article
databases exist to support research in Japanese, there is no database that is dedicated to
indexing the titles and authors of geppō. One database that I discovered contains geppō
article citations: Kokubungaku Ronbun Mokuroku Dētabēsu 国文学論文目録データベー
ス. 18 It does not, however, seem to offer comprehensive coverage.
Recommendations for Preservation and Access of Geppō
Creating and sharing reliable bibliographic information for geppō articles is an important
step in providing access for researchers and scholars. It underscores the importance and
challenge of preserving geppō issues, the physical characteristics of which require active
management.
I have pursued solutions to this challenge, having found many loose geppō inside books in
the Libraries’ stacks. Where discovered, I have brought these geppō to my office for
safekeeping. When I have found complete (or almost‐complete) runs of geppō issues, I
have had these bound and placed in the stacks to complement their accompanying series. I
have furthermore added or corrected notes in bibliographic records to account for the
presence or absence of geppō, and have even given some geppō their own bibliographic
records. 19 I recommend that institutions that collect series that contain geppō follow
similar procedures for retrospective geppō management, and adopt the following policies
to provide for future items.
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If a library receives a geppō‐bearing monograph set in installments, the geppō issues
should either be tipped into the volumes with which they arrived, or be placed in a
dedicated file accessible to interested researchers. The former method ensures that geppō
will be preserved alongside the materials that they may directly complement, but involves
potential problems. If the volume is damaged, discarded, rebound, or otherwise altered,
the geppō issue may be lost. Although substitute volumes may be obtained from used book
vendors, the geppō itself may not be replaceable. The latter method allows for geppō to be
collated in one place, eliminates the need for manpower in physical processing units, and
reduces stress on the books. Leaving geppō loose in a file, however, requires careful
attention to inventory and storage methodologies, and perhaps supervision of use by
patrons. Regardless of the methods decided upon, institutions should note the presence of
geppō appropriately.
If a library receives a complete run of geppō issues at once (either through direct
acquisition or by having acquired a complete monographic series), these geppō issues
should be collected and bound. If the volumes of the series are added item by item to a
single bibliographic record, the bound geppō can be included as a “supplement”. 20 If the
volumes of the series are analyzed—that is, given individual bibliographic records—bound
geppō should be catalogued as separate titles. 21
Without reliable geppō‐indexing databases or print bibliographies, creating local finding
aids for geppō articles is paramount to enabling researcher access. A minimum citation for
a geppō article should include the article title, the author(s), the geppō in which it is
printed, and proper identification of the host volume. Coordinating such locally created
data would build to a robust geppō database, offering researchers deep access to largely
unexplored academic content. Institutions should enter this endeavor with an eye toward
maximizing simplicity and comprehensiveness of data, as well as creating mechanisms to
support the preservation of the materials that are indexed.
I have faced the challenge of indexing geppō contents with a prototype dataset of citations
comprising 1276 articles spanning 480 extant geppō issues (within 51 geppō titles). 22 I
have identified 45 more monograph sets with bound geppō ready to be indexed, and 65
sets in the stacks that have geppō tipped in. I have further noted 33 sets in the Penn
Libraries Research Annex (LIBRA) as likely to contain geppō issues. Geppō from 36 more
titles that had been loosely inserted are preserved in my office. This total of 230 identified
geppō titles represents only 9.12 % of the total number listed in NDL's bibliography. With
the contributions of data from other research libraries and institutions, this number of
titles doubtless could be expanded considerably.
The Need for a Geppō Database: Citations in Comparison
I decided to test the merits of my dataset against the only database of which I am aware
that contains article‐level citations for geppō: Kokubungaku Ronbun Mokuroku Dētabēsu
(hereinafter KRMD), available through the National Institute of Japanese Literature
(Kokubungaku Kenkyū Shiryōkan 国文学研究資料館). The extent of KRMD’s geppō
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coverage cannot be ascertained easily, but once again I used Nihon koten bungaku taikei,
Meiji hen geppō for a comparative search. 23 My search retrieved 36 citations, which is only
29.5% of the 122 articles confirmed to exist in this geppō title. Of these 36 results, I
selected the following article citation for comparison: Gomi Fumihiko’s 五味文彦 Rekishi o
bungaku sakuhin to suru omoshirosa 歴史を文学作品とするおもしろさ.

(screenshot from KRMD, 5/20/13)

This citation provides several core elements: A) the article title; B) the author (with a
gloss on pronunciation); C) the geppō in which it appears; D) the number of the host
volume in which it appears; E) the enumeration of the geppō issue; F) the pages on which
it is found (embedded with the total number of pages spanned); G) the date of publication;
and H) a hyperlinked call number, which leads to a bibliographic record for Nihon koten
bungaku taikei, Meiji hen vol. 13, with which this geppō was issued.

(screenshot from the National Institute of Japanese Literature’s OPAC, as linked from KRMD, 5/20/13)
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My dataset provides all of this same core information, along with bibliographic
identification of the host volume, in one place. It further provides additional information
which is not offered in KRMD.

(truncated screenshot from the author’s dataset, 4/22/13: title keyword search of the term 歴史 (rekishi))

Note that some columns above have been hidden for brevity’s sake. The 16 complete data
elements in columns are as follows: A) the article title; B) the author(s) (multiple authors
separated by a pipe character “|” for future granularity); C) the geppō in which it appears;
D) the enumeration of the geppō issue; E) starting page of article; F) ending page of
article; G) total pages in geppō issue; H) the date of publication; I) series that contains the
geppō; J) the number of the host volume in which it appears; K) title of series volume; L)
publisher; M) note field for additional information; N) whether or not Penn can provide
access to this article; O) the physical status of the geppō issue; and P) the source of the
citation information.
While this dataset lacks the clean display of KRMD’s catalog, it provides information that
enables users to access the content of the geppō article, namely the physical status of the
geppō issue. In KRMD, the linked bibliographic record for the volume with which the
geppō containing Rekishi o bungaku sakuhin to suru omoshirosa was issued notes that a
geppō was published along with this volume. 24 It does not inform the user if this geppō is
loosely inserted into the volume, tipped into it, or shelved separately from it, and thus
offers no guarantee of availability. My dataset—at present largely limited to a selection of
the University of Pennsylvania’s holdings—attempts to provide this crucial physical
storage information by indicating if these geppō issues are physically attached to their host
volumes, shelved separately, or available in other physical formats such as reproductions.
If multiple organizations coordinate their efforts to report and attach their geppō holdings
at the citation level, users of geppō content could reliably obtain the information they seek,
without having to speculate if the geppō issues they require are still contained within
target host volumes or not. Such cooperation would significantly improve the viability of
interlibrary loan programs and expand the horizons of the information landscape for users
of Japanese materials.

9
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Conclusion
Without proactivity from libraries that own and receive geppō titles, these invaluable
materials can literally slip away, never to be replaced; else they can be buried in volumes,
unmentioned, and destined to be sent someday to off‐site storage facilities where their
content becomes unbrowseable—and thus inaccessible.
Libraries have the responsibility of preserving and providing access to information, but
have largely overlooked geppō as resources worthy of attention. Institutions should
reconsider their policies toward geppō and offer researchers the opportunity to engage
with these hidden collections. They should additionally provide article‐level access to
these serial pamphlets and advertise their indexing efforts to scholars. With the
coordination of partner institutions, and perhaps eventually with the cooperation of
publishing entities in Japan, a collaborative geppō database that provides access to these
collections worldwide is achievable.

[和文提要]
月報への学術的アクセスの深化―記事索引データベースを目指して
マイケル・P・ウィリアムス
月報とは個人全集・著作集、文学全集等の叢書と共に発行される雑誌に似た小冊子を指
す。各書籍に挟み込まれたこの月報は、シリーズの別冊・補巻、そして巻末解説のよう
に補う役割を担っている。月報には多くの内容が収められている：学術的随筆、年譜、
目録、伝記的回想、編集ノート、執筆者の紹介、正誤表、総目次、そして他の巻の広告
などである。ほかの書籍には収録されることのない内容を取り扱っているにも関わらず、
月報はとかくその学術的価値を認められない傾向がある。この月報は、蔵書管理におい
て、紛失、破棄されることが少なくないだろう。しかしながら、月報は決してエフェメ
ラとして扱われるべきではない。ペンシルベニア大学付属図書館での月報の保管状況と、
月報に関する文献に基づき、この貴重とも言える資料へのアクセスを可能にするべく、
月報データベースを提案する。本論は、まず月報の出版の由来とその変遷、そして図書
館での扱われ方について明らかにする。月報の収集、保管、そしてアクセスにおける諸
問題についても触れる。
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Arai, Masato 新井眞人. Keireki keisei katei kenkyū to “Watashi no rirekisho keizaijin”
no katsuyōhō : “geppō” o tegakari ni shite 経歴形成過程研究と『私の履歴書 経済人』
の活用法―「月報」を手掛かりにして (Application of "Autobiography by business
leaders" to a research of career development process : from the monthly reviews of the
series). Akita Daigaku Kyōiku Bunka Gakubu kenkyū kiyō. Kyōiku kagaku 秋田大学教育文化
学部研究紀要. 教育科学, vol. 61 (Mar. 2006)
via http://hdl.handle.net/10295/570 (accessed 5/29/13)

Reviews the merits and problems of biographical research as presented by monographic series
Watashi no rirekisho keizaijin (Nihon Keizai Shinbunsha, 1980‐1987), using the articles in the
accompanying geppō as a basis. Of the 31 references in Arai’s bibliography, 19 are articles from
Watashi no rirekisho keizaijin geppō.

Hashimoto, Tatsunori 橋本辰紀. Geppō to zasshi no seiri, hozon (Saga Taikai : seika to
kadai 205 : Tosho igai no shiryō no soshikika (kō)) 月報と雑誌の整理・保存（佐賀大
会―成果と課題 205: 図書以外の資料の組織化（高））.
Gakkō toshokan 学校図書館, no. 339 (Jan. 1979)
Remarks on methodologies for preserving geppō as part of a larger discussion on the
organization of non‐book resources. Geppō are presented here as resources parallel to journals.

Hayashi, Shigeo 林茂夫. Geppō, bessatsu furoku nado (Tokushu na haikahō) 月報・別
冊付録など（特殊な配架法）.
Gakkō toshokan 学校図書館, no. 252 (Oct. 1971)
Part of a series on special shelving arrangements for libraries, Hayashi’s article examines not
only geppō, but other accompanying materials such as booklets and charts. Hayashi notes the
academic nature of geppō and the considerable bulk of contents revealed when individual issues
are collected together as a complete resource. His recommendations include binding geppō
issues together, else placing them in special files or boxes.

Ishiwata, Yūko 石渡裕子. Sasshi mokuroku ochibohiroi “Kokuritsu Kokkai Toshokan
shozō zenshū geppō, furokurui mokuroku” 冊子目録落穂拾い『国立国会図書館所蔵 全
集月報・付録類目録』
Sankō shoshi kenkyū 参考書誌研究, no. 47 (Mar. 1997)
A review of NDL’s Kokuritsu Kokkai Toshokan shozō zenshū geppō, furokurui mokuroku and some
remarks on the difficulties of English nomenclature for “geppō”. See endnote 1.
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Kokuritsu Kokkai Toshokan shozō zenshū geppō, furokurui mokuroku 国立国会図書
館所蔵全集月報・付錄類目録 (Catalog of explanatory inserts for serial publications).
Tokyo: Kokuritsu Kokkai Toshokan, 1996.
A bibliography of the 2,523 geppō titles held at the National Diet Library (as of date of
publication), searchable by the name of the geppō or by the sets with which they are issued. No
index of articles contained in geppō or their authors is offered.

Kōno, Toshirō 紅野敏郎. Hibonkakuhan “Shūsei zenshū” no “naiyō mihon” to “geppō” :
Shūsei kenkyūshi no hitokoma 非凡閣版『秋声全集』の「内容見本」と「月報」―秋
声研究史の一齣. In Ronkō Tokuda Shūsei 論考徳田秋声 (Tokyo: Ōfūsha, 1982).
Review of the geppō and naiyō mihon (publication preview) issued with Shūsei zenshū
(Hibonkaku, 1936‐1937) as sources for textual history and for the study of Shūsei’s literature. A
full contents listing of the available issues is not offered.

Kurosawa, Hiroshi 黒沢浩. Bungaku zenshū no riyō shidō : kaisetsu to geppō o chūshin
ni 文学全集の利用指導―解説と月報を中心に. Gakkō toshokan 学校図書館, no. 186 (Apr.
1966)

Examines the then‐current circumstances of literary collections, and offers observations on their
use and various audiences, with particular emphases on the kaisetsu (explanatory texts) found
at the ends of literary volumes, and on geppō. Kurosawa briefly cites several specific geppō and
their unique characteristics. Of particular note is his mentioning of a Muroo Saisei 室生犀星
writing, Shomotsu kara dete kuru hito 書物から出て来る人, which he cites as having appeared in
the 4‐page geppō issued with Akutagawa Ryūnosuke shū 芥川龍之介集 (in Shinchōsha’s Nihon
bungaku zenshū 日本文学全集 ; [22], 1959). This brief essay on Akutagawa in fact appears to
have debuted in this geppō: it was later published as part of Muroo’s Kōshoku 好色 (Chikuma
Shobō 筑摩書房, 1962), but was not included in Shinchōsha’s Muroo Saisei zenshū 室生犀星全集,
which contains only selections from Kōshoku.

Mitsuki, Teruo 三ツ木照夫. Shiga Naoya geppō sōran 志賀直哉月報総覧. In Shiga Naoya,
Arishima Takeo no bungaku 志賀直哉・有島武郎の文学. Vol. 7 in Shirīzu bungaku シリ
ーズ文学 (Tokyo: Kyōiku Shuppan Sentā, 1973).
A chronological contents listing of articles related to Shiga Naoya, drawn from the geppō issued
with various literary collections from 1928 to 1972. While Mitsuki groups these articles under
individual geppō issues (he includes the series title, volume numbers and volume titles as
appropriate, precise dates of publication, and geppō enumerations), it is unclear if the entire
contents of those geppō issues are offered, or if only the articles relating to Shiga are listed.

Nakanishi, Yutaka and Minako Katō 中西裕・加藤美奈子. Kōkyō toshokan ni okeru
zenshū geppōrui no hozon to seiri ni kansuru chōsa kenkyū 公共図書館における全集
月報類の保存と整理に関する調査研究.
Shūjitsu hyōgen bunka 就実表現文化, no. 5 (Jan. 2011)
Case studies of six libraries open to the public in the Chūgoku and Shikoku regions of Japan,
focusing on their methods of geppō preservation using four well‐collected sets as examples. The
authors affirm a lack of awareness of the value of geppō content and preservation, citing several
cases of neglect or poor processing methods. They conclude with recommendations on geppō
awareness and preservation, and remarks on the utility of a geppō database.
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Okamoto, Kazunori 岡本和宜. Niwa Fumio shoshi (Kindai bungaku shoshi taikei , 6) 丹
羽文雄書誌 (近代文学書誌大系 , 6). Osaka: Izumi Shoin, 2013.
Okamoto’s extensive and seemingly exhaustive bibliography of 1121 pages is divided into
several major sections. The sixth, a bibliography of works about Niwa, is further divided into 9
subsections, the fifth of which is Geppō, naiyō mihon, panfuretto hoka 月報・内容見本・パンフ
レットほか. This subsection provides mostly complete tables of geppō contents of five of Niwa’s
individual collections, and additionally for geppō of several bungaku zenshū in which Niwa was
featured. Okamoto further delves into contents for naiyō mihon (publication previews) and
other advertisements, and concludes with a page devoted to bibliographic information on obi
strips and book jackets. Okamoto’s depth of scope is a useful point for reconsidering
traditionally held concepts of “text” and “ephemera”, and for reevaluating practices for dealing
with wide varieties of information sources.

Ōya, Yukiyo 大屋幸世. Kawade Shobōhan "Gendai Nihon shōsetsu taikei" geppō no
koto nado <Nihon kindai bungaku shōshiryo (9)> 河出書房版「現代日本小説大系」
月報のことなど〈日本近代文学小資料（九）〉. Nihon kosho tsūshin 日本古書通信, vol.
72 no. 3 (Mar. 2007).

Offers Ōya's experiences in collecting geppō and their availability in used bookstores, and
examines bibliographic differences between the geppō distributed with first and second issuings
of Gendai Nihon shōsetsu taikei, including detailed comparisons of content between the first and
second editions of the geppō. Ōya ends the article with an appeal to the reader to help find
complete runs of these two geppō editions for further examination.

Satō, Matoko 佐藤宗子. Seisen to senren no sanbutsu : “kyōyō” tsuikyū kara mita
“Iwanami shōnen shōjo bungaku zenshū” 精選と洗練の産物―「教養」追求からみた
「岩波少年少女文学全集」 (A well‐selected and sophisticated series : <Iwanami collection
of juvenile literature> and the promotion of cultural education in Japan). Chiba Daigaku
Kyōiku Gakubu kenkyū kiyō 千葉大学教育学部研究紀要, vol. 59 (Mar. 2011)
via http://mitizane.ll.chiba‐u.jp/meta‐bin/mt‐pdetail.cgi?cd=00067052
(accessed 5/29/13)

Deep bibliographic analysis of Iwanami Shoten’s Iwanami shōnen shōjo bungaku zenshū (1960‐
1963) and its geppō, Iwanami shōnen shōjo bungaku zenshū dayori, with detailed examinations
of their intellectual contents and their audiences. Satō describes the dayori with a high level of
precision, describing the underlying structures of issue‐level contents as well as of the
publication as a whole, and further emphasizes the functions of this geppō in contextualizing the
disparate works of the zenshū as a holistic series.

Takeshima, Ken’ichirō 高島健一郎. Shōhin to shite no enpon : Kaizōsha to Shun’yōdo no
hikaku o tōshite 商品としての円本―改造社と春陽堂の比較を通して. Nihon shuppan
shiryō 日本出版史料, vol. 9 (May 2004).
Research on the “one yen boom” of Japanese literary collections beginning in the later 1920s,
along with a comparative case study of publishers Kaizōsha and Shun’yōdō and their competing
sales strategies, which included the introduction of the first geppō.
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Tasaka, Kenji 田坂憲二. Bungaku zenshū no geppō kara mieru mono 文学全集の月報か
ら見えるもの. Nihon kosho tsūshin 日本古書通信, vol. 74 no. 12 (Dec. 2009)
Explores comparative titles of literary collections, and examines developmental trends in series
titles both before and after the Pacific War. Further expounds upon the value of geppō—along
with chirashi チラシ (single‐sheet leaflets) and naiyō mihon as resources for studying the
history of Japanese publishing culture as well as shashi 社史 (business and corporation history).
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Selected Bibliography of Geppō Contents in Publication
The following bipartite bibliography is a compilation of resources (largely print) that
provide access to geppō contents for individual geppō titles: either through tables of
contents and indexes, or by reprinting/reproducing complete geppō articles. These two
lists are by no means meant as comprehensive, but rather list only those materials
discovered within the University of Pennsylvania’s holdings and materials outside the
University encountered during my research. All of these materials have been published
and distributed: they are not incidental collections of geppō issues bound by holding
institutions. Attached to these two lists is a selected bibliography of geppō references in
one noteworthy series.
Finally, appended to these bibliographies is an overview of the historical management of
Shin Nihon koten bungaku taikei, Meiji hen geppō at the University before it was bound into
two physical volumes for preservation and access.
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1. Literary Collections (Bungaku Zenshū), Etc.
Geppō

Series

Publisher

# of Issues

改造社文学月報

現代日本文学全集

改造社, 1927‐1931

60

春陽堂月報

明治大正文学全集

春陽堂, 1927‐1932

60

長篇小説月報
新進傑作小説全集月報
新日本文学全集月報

現代長篇小説全集
新進傑作小説全集
新日本文学全集

新潮社, 1928‐1930
平凡社, 1929‐1930
改造社, 1939‐1943

24
15
19

世界文学月報

世界文学全集

新潮社, 1927‐1932

ser. 1:no. 1‐37
ser. 2:no. 1‐19

近代劇全集月報

近代劇全集

第一書房, 1927‐1930

43

Contents
table of contents
reproduction w/index
table of contents
reproduction w/index
table of contents
table of contents
table of contents
table of contents
reproduction w/index
table of contents
reproduction w/index

大衆文学月報
新興文学
日本文学大全集月報
三代名作集月報

現代大衆文学全集
新興文学全集
日本文学大全集
三代名作全集

平凡社, 1927‐1932
平凡社, 1928‐1931
改造社, 1931‐1933?
河出書房, 1941‐1943

60
24
28
23

世界戯曲全集編輯たより

世界戯曲全集

近代社, 1927‐1930

40

世界大衆文学全集月報

世界大衆文学全集

改造社, 1928?‐1931?

44?

incomplete table of contents

明治文化

明治文化全集
[1927 年版]

日本評論社, 1927‐1930

18

reprints "major articles"
w/table of contents

明治文化全集月報

明治文化全集 [1955
年版]

日本評論社, 1955‐1959

16

incomplete table of contents
table of contents
incomplete table of contents
incomplete table of contents
table of contents
reproduction w/index

reprints "major articles"
w/table of contents
table of contents

日本歌謡集成月報

日本歌謡集成

東京堂出版, 1960‐1961

12?

続日本歌謡集成月報

続日本歌謡集成

東京堂出版, 1961‐1964

5?

明治文学全集月報

明治文学全集

筑摩書房, 1966‐1989

100

新訂增補・國史大系月報

新訂增補・國史大系

吉川弘文館, 1964‐1967

66

reprints articles w/table of
contents
reprints articles w/table of
contents
table of contents (listed
within zenshū table of
contents)
reproduction with table of
contents

16

Source
文学全集の研究 / 青山毅編著 (明治書院, 1990)
改造社文学月報 [昭和期文学・思想文献資料集成 ; 笫 5 輯] (五月書房,
1990)
文学全集の研究 / 青山毅編著 (明治書院, 1990)
春陽堂月報 [昭和期文学・思想文献資料集成 ; 笫 3 輯] (五月書房, 1989)
文学全集の研究 / 青山毅編著 (明治書院, 1990)
文学全集の研究 / 青山毅編著 (明治書院, 1990)
文学全集の研究 / 青山毅編著 (明治書院, 1990)
文学全集の研究 / 青山毅編著 (明治書院, 1990)
世界文学月報 [昭和期文学・思想文献資料集成 ; 笫 4 輯] (五月書房,
1990)
文学全集の研究 / 青山毅編著 (明治書院, 1990)
近代劇全集月報 [昭和期文学・思想文献資料集成 ; 笫 10 輯] (五月書房,
1991)
文学全集の研究 / 青山毅編著 (明治書院, 1990)
文学全集の研究 / 青山毅編著 (明治書院, 1990)
文学全集の研究 / 青山毅編著 (明治書院, 1990)
文学全集の研究 / 青山毅編著 (明治書院, 1990)
文学全集の研究 / 青山毅編著 (明治書院, 1990)
世界戯曲全集編輯たより [昭和期文学・思想文献資料集成 ; 笫 11 輯]
(五月書房, 1991)
文学全集の研究 / 青山毅編著 (明治書院, 1990)
舊版月報『明治文化』〔第一號―第十八號〕主要記事・戰後再刊『明
治文化全集月報』〔第一號第十六號〕主要記事總集 [明治文化全集
[新版]第 28 卷・國憲汎論・別册] / 明治文化研究會編 (日本評論社,
1968)
舊版月報『明治文化』〔第一號―第十八號〕主要記事・戰後再刊『明
治文化全集月報』〔第一號第十六號〕主要記事總集 [明治文化全集
[新版]第 28 卷・國憲汎論・別册] / 明治文化研究會編 (日本評論社,
1968)
新版「明治文化全集月報」総目次―附・「明治文化全集」刊行予告リ
ーフレット (「国文学」第 40 巻・1966 年 10 月)
歌謡集成月報 (東京堂出版, 1979 : issued with 日本歌謡集成 [改訂再版])
歌謡集成月報 (東京堂出版, 1979 : issued with 日本歌謡集成 [改訂再版])
総索引 [明治文学全集・別卷] (筑摩書房, 1989)
新訂增補・國史大系月報 : 付異本公卿補任 (吉川弘文館, 2001)
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神道大系月報

神道大系

岩波講座日本文学史月報
新日本古典文学大系月報

岩波講座日本文学史
新日本古典文学大系

神 道 大 系 編 纂 会 , 1977‐
1994
岩波書店, 1995‐1997
岩波書店, 1989‐2005

121

reproduction

神道大系月報合本 [上中下冊] (神道大系編纂会, 2006)

17
100

table of contents
table of contents

岩波講座日本文学史別卷：総目次・年表・索引 (岩波書店, 1997)
新日本古典文学大系総目錄 (岩波書店, 2005)

2. Collections of Individual Authors (Kojin Zenshū)
Geppō

Publisher
鷗 外 全 集 刊 行 会 , 1929‐
1931

# of Issues

岩波書店, 1936‐1939

36

table of contents

鷗外全集刊行会版『鷗外全集』資料集 / 鷗出版編集室編 (鷗出版, 2009)

岩波書店, 1951‐1956

52

table of contents
reproduction(?)

鷗外全集刊行会版『鷗外全集』資料集 / 鷗出版編集室編 (鷗出版, 2009)
鷗外全集月報 (岩波書店, 1986?)

岩波書店, 1971‐1975

38

table of contents

鷗外全集刊行会版『鷗外全集』資料集 / 鷗出版編集室編 (鷗出版, 2009)

鷗外選集月報
森鷗外全集月報

Series
鷗外全集
[普及版]
鷗外全集
[第一次]
鷗外全集
[第二次]
鷗外全集
[第三次]
鷗外選集
森鷗外全集

東京堂, 1949‐1950
筑摩書房, 1965

12
8

鷗外全集刊行会版『鷗外全集』資料集 / 鷗出版編集室編 (鷗出版, 2009)
鷗外全集刊行会版『鷗外全集』資料集 / 鷗出版編集室編 (鷗出版, 2009)

横光利一全集月報

横光利一全集

非凡閣, 1936

10

横光利一全集月報

横光利一全集

改造社, 1948‐1951

23

table of contents
table of contents
reproduction
contents
reproduction
contents
reproduction
contents
reproduction
contents
reproduction
contents
reproduction
contents
reproduction
contents
reproduction
contents
reproduction(?)
table of contents

鷗外全集月報
鷗外研究
鷗外全集月報
鷗外全集月報

横光利一全集月報

横光利一全集

河出書房, 1955‐1956

16

12

Contents
reproduction
contents

定本横光利一全集月報

定本横光利一全集

河出書房新社, 1981‐1987

16

鏡花全集月報

鏡花全集

岩波書店, 1973‐1976

29

漱石全集
[1928 年版]
漱石全集
[1935 年版]
漱石全集
[1965 年版]

漱 石 全 集 刊 行 会 , 1928‐
1929
漱 石 全 集 刊 行 会 , 1935‐
1937
岩波書店, 1965‐1967

16

露伴全集月報

露伴全集

岩波書店, 1949‐1958

41?

吉田松陰全集月報

吉田松陰全集
[1934 年版]

岩波書店, 1934‐1936

10

reproduction

安部公房全集サブ・ノート
= Fake monthly report

安部公房全集

新潮社, 1997‐2009

30

digital reprint
contents

安岡章太郎全集月報

安岡章太郎全集

講談社, 1971

7

reprints articles

吉行淳之介全集月報

吉行淳之介全集
[1971 年版]

講談社, 1971‐1972

8

reprints articles

漱石全集月報
漱石全集月報
漱石全集月報

安部公房全集贋月報

20
19

17

Source
w/table

of

w/table

of

w/table

of

w/table

of

w/table

of

w/table

of

w/table

of

w/table

of

w/table

of

w/thematic

鷗外全集刊行会版『鷗外全集』資料集 / 鷗出版編集室編 (鷗出版, 2009)

横光利一全集月報集成 / 編者保昌正夫 (河出書房新社, 1988)
横光利一全集月報集成 / 編者保昌正夫 (河出書房新社, 1988)
横光利一全集月報集成 / 編者保昌正夫 (河出書房新社, 1988)
横光利一全集月報集成 / 編者保昌正夫 (河出書房新社, 1988)
鏡花全集月報 (岩波書店, 1986: issued as a supplement to the series)
漱石全集月報・昭和三年版―昭和十年版 (岩波書店, 1976 : issued with
the 1974 (2nd) printing of the Iwanami edition)
漱石全集月報・昭和三年版―昭和十年版 (岩波書店, 1976 : issued with
the 1974 (2nd) printing of the Iwanami edition)
漱石全集月報・昭和四十年版 (岩波書店, 1985 : issued with the 1984
(3rd) printing of the Iwanami edition)
露伴全集月報 (岩波書店, 1958?: issued as a supplement to the series)
吉田松陰全集月報 (岩波書店, 1986?: issued as a supplement to the 1986
復刻版)

w/table

of

安部公房全集 1924.03‐1993.01 付録 CD‐ROM (新潮社, 2009?: issued with
vol. 30 of the series)
個人全集月報集 安岡章太郎全集, 吉行淳之介全集, 庄野潤三全集 / 講談
社文芸文庫編 (講談社, 2012)
個人全集月報集 安岡章太郎全集, 吉行淳之介全集, 庄野潤三全集 / 講談
社文芸文庫編 (講談社, 2012)
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庄野潤三全集月報

庄野潤三全集

講談社, 1973‐1974

10

reprints
illustrations

佐藤春夫全集月報

佐藤春夫全集

講談社, 1966‐1970

12

table of contents

吉川英治全集月報

吉川英治全集

講談社, 1966‐1970

56

岩波書店, 1936‐1938

16

岩波書店, 1950‐1951

18

寅彦研究
寺田寅彦全集月報

寺田寅彦全集・文學篇
[1936 年版]
寺田寅彦全集・文學篇
[1950 年版]

［志賀直哉関連記事］

[multiple]

[1928‐1972]

N/A

［丹羽文雄関連記事］

[multiple]

[1939‐1988]

N/A

articles

w/o

reproduction
w/table
of
contents
reproduction
w/table
of
contents
reproduction
w/table
of
contents
incomplete(?) tables of contents
for individual issues
tables of contents

個人全集月報集 安岡章太郎全集, 吉行淳之介全集, 庄野潤三全集 / 講談
社文芸文庫編 (講談社, 2012)
講談社版「佐藤春夫全集」総目次―付・「月報」細目 / 大崎富雄、半田
美永 (「皇学館論叢」23 巻 3 号 1990 年 06 月)
吉川英治とわたし 復刻版吉川英治全集月報 (講談社, 1992)
寺田寅彦全集月報昭和十一年版・昭和二十五年版 (岩波書店, 1987)
寺田寅彦全集月報昭和十一年版・昭和二十五年版 (岩波書店, 1987)
See 志賀直哉月報総覧 /三ツ木照夫 (1973) in the Annotated Bibliography
of References
See 丹羽文雄書誌 / 岡本和宜 (2013) in the Annotated Bibliography of
References

Selected Bibliographies of Geppō References in
Kindai Bungaku Kanshō Kōza 近代文学鑑賞講座
This 25 volume series, published by Kadokawa Shoten 角川書店, 1958‐1967, compiles research into several modern Japanese authors, as
well literary genres such as poetry and drama. Most of these volumes contain extensive bibliographies of the subject matter, and within
some of these bibliographies are a few significant references to geppō. Not all of the compilers seem to agree on how geppō should be
classified: some categorize them as parts of the books which contain them, others group them with periodicals. Still others place them in
their own category, a decision emphasizing their bibliographic distinctness.

Volume

Title

Date
of
Publication

Volume
Editor(s)

1

二葉亭四迷

1967

淸水茂

3

樋口一葉

1958

和田芳惠

5

夏目漱石

1958

伊藤整

Bibliography/Section(s)
二葉亭四迷参考文献目録

7

國木田獨步

1963

中島健蔵

8

石川啄木

1960

窪川鶴次郎
中野重治

② 新聞・雑誌等の特集およびこれに準ずるもの
④ 単行本・雑誌・新聞等の一部に収録されているもの

樋口一葉参考文献目録
③ 全集の月報・雑誌の特集号・小冊子など

Note
compiler includes geppō contents in two
categories
includes contents for geppō issued with
several editions of the author's zenshū

夏目漱石参考文献目録
② 単行本・講座の一部及び解説・月報に所収のもの

国木田独步参考文献目録
① 単行本（一部所収のものをふくむ）、講座

石川啄木参考文献目録
④ 作品集解説・月報

18

geppō articles intermingled with books
and book chapters
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谷崎潤一郎参考文献目録

9

谷崎潤一郎

1959

吉田精一

13

川端康成

1959

山本健吉

14

堀辰雄

1958

中村眞一郎

15

萩原朔太郎

1960

伊藤整

also includes contents of geppō from Chūō
Korōnsha edition

⑤ 月報

川端康成参考文献目録
② 単行本・月報に所収のもの

堀辰雄参考文献目録

includes both geppō and naiyō mihon
contents

⑤ 月報

萩原朔太郎像への証明 付 参考文献目録
② 萩原朔太郎全集月報

contents for geppō from 3 editions

中島敦参考文献目録

18

19

③ 月報・新聞

中島敦・
梶井基次郎

1959

太宰治

1959

福永武彥

梶井基次郎参考文献目録
Ⅱ研究文献
⑤ 月報・栞・内容見本に収録されたもの

龜井勝一郎

includes contents for 「檸檬通信」issued
with 梶井基次郎全集 [1955]
two major sections are “八雲版「太宰治
全集」附録” “その他月報・新聞所載の
もの”

太宰治参考文献目録
⑥ 補遺

Appendix
Shin Nihon koten bungaku taikei, Meiji hen geppō at the University of Pennsylvania Libraries
Issue
Date
Oct‐01
Nov‐01
Dec‐01
Jan‐02
Mar‐02

Series
Volume
24
8
12
15
20

6

Mar‐02

7
8
9

Jul‐02
Oct‐02
Dec‐02

10

Mar‐03

4

11
12

Mar‐03
Jul‐03

13
14
15

Issue
1
2
3
4
5

樋口一葉集
河竹黙阿弥集
新体詩, 聖書, 讃美歌集
翻訳小説集２
泉鏡花集

Owned
by Penn?
Y
Y
Y
Y
N

23

女性作家集

N

(lacking)

8/1/2002

22
18
26

Y
Y
Y

loosely inserted
loosely inserted
loosely inserted

1/24/2003
3/4/2003
8/13/2004

Y

loosely inserted

5/12/2003

item

27
19

幸田露伴集
坪内逍遥 · 葉亭四迷集
キリスト者評論集
和歌・俳句・歌謡・音曲
集
正岡子規集
尾崎紅葉集

Source
of
Information
item
item
item
item
website data
website
data
(incomplete titles)
item
item
item

Y
Y

loosely inserted
loosely inserted

6/19/2003
1/30/2004

Nov‐03

16

政治小説集１

N

(lacking)

8/12/2004

Feb‐04
Mar‐04

1
2

開化風俗誌集
漢詩文集

Y
Y

pocket created
pocket created

8/12/2004
8/12/2004

item
item
website
data
(incomplete titles)
item
item

Volume Title

Original Method of
Preservation
loosely inserted
loosely inserted
loosely inserted
loosely inserted
(lacking)

Date
Processed
6/12/2002
6/12/2002
6/12/2002
6/12/2002
8/12/2002

19

Note

http://www.ksskbg.com/sonota/shin69.htm
http://www.iwanami.co.jp/meiji/index.html
http://homepage2.nifty.com/k‐sekirei/mokuroku.html

http://www.iwanami.co.jp/meiji/index.html
http://homepage2.nifty.com/k‐sekirei/mokuroku.html
geppō removed from pocket to be bound
geppō removed from pocket to be bound
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16

Jul‐04

25

森鷗外集

Y

stapled, tipped in

1/12/2005

item

17

Jan‐05

21

硯友社文学集

Y

loosely inserted

5/27/2005

item

18
19

Aug‐05
Oct‐05

3
29

Y
Y

loosely inserted
loosely inserted

4/17/2006
7/25/2006

item
item

20

Jan‐06

28

Y

loosely inserted

7/25/2006

item

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

Mar‐06
Jun‐06
Oct‐06
Mar‐07
Dec‐08
Mar‐09
Jun‐09
Jan‐10
Feb‐11

6
11
17
13
7
30
5
9
10

漢文小説集
風刺文学集
国木田独歩・宮崎湖処子
集
落語・怪談咄集
教科書・啓蒙文集
政治小説集２
明治実録集
講談・人情咄集
明治名作集
海外見聞集
明治戯作集
福沢諭吉集

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

loosely inserted
loosely inserted
loosely inserted
loosely inserted
loosely inserted
loosely inserted
loosely inserted
loosely inserted
preserved in office

7/25/2006
10/25/2006
1/19/2007
7/18/2007
4/7/2009
6/19/2009
11/13/2009
4/16/2010
4/21/2011

item
item
item
item
item
item
item
item
item

30

Jan‐13

14

翻訳小説集１

Y

preserved in office

2/27/2013

item

geppō removed to be bound
Iwanami's contents page lists first article as "明治時代の段落表記”:
item reads "明治時代の段落表示"

final issue includes contents of series, with abbreviated geppō
contents (author names only) embedded

Note: all web sources above last accessed 4/22/13

20
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Endnotes
1

Geppō 月報 originally referred to monthly reports. The word has come to bear an additional meaning of “small
inserts issued with sets of books”, irrespective of their frequency. Most geppō issued with sets are simply titled
with the formula [Name of set] geppō; others may be called furoku 附録・付録 (“supplements”), shiori 栞・しお
り(“bookmarks”1), or other descriptive terms, rather than geppō. Still others have unique titles (see the Selected
Bibliography of Geppō Contents in Publication for some examples). Due to the prevalence of the term geppō in
titles and in topical Japanese sources, however, I will use this word to refer to all such publications. For the sake of
readability I have chosen to italicize the word geppō only when it is embedded in Japanese titles, but not where it
appears as an anglicized noun. Note that the reader may observe other renderings of 月報 into English in other
sources: for example, the geppō issued with Abe Kōbō zenshū 安部公房全集 (Shinchōsha, 1997‐2009)—given the
humorous designation nise geppō 贋月報—was alternately called a “fake monthly report”; Arai Masato’s article
employs a similar calque, using the term “monthly review” in his English parallel title. The National Diet Library,
meanwhile, accurately translates the semantic meaning of geppō as “explanatory inserts for serial publications” in
its bibliography Kokuritsu Kokkai Toshokan shozō zenshū geppō, furokurui mokuroku. Ishiwata Yūko’s review of this
NDL publication explores the difficulty of settling for terms like “supplement” and “appendix”, and offers the
romanization “Zensyu Geppo” (with capital letters and without macrons).
2
Hanken 版権. A form of copyright held over the physical blocks used to print works, retained by publishers and
not by authors of those works.
3
Later, Meiji Taishō Shōwa bungaku zenshū 明治大正昭和文学全集, when literature from the Shōwa era began to
be included.
4
All four of these early geppō have been reprinted as part of Gogatsu Shobō’s 五月書房 series Shōwa‐ki bungaku
shisō bunken shiryō shūsei 昭和期文学思想文献資料集成(1990‐1991). See the Selected Bibliography of Geppō
Contents in Publication for more details.
5
Generally, these sets have a projected end date. Less often, an ongoing series will contain a geppō. A good
example of this is Yagi Shoten’s 八木書店 Shiryō sanshū kokiroku hen 史料纂集古記録編, which contains the
geppō Shiryō sanshū annai haihon 史料纂集案内配本. This geppō was preceded by Shiryō sanshū kaihō 史料纂集
会報: the name changed when Yagi Shoten took over the publication of this series from Zoku Gunsho Ruijū
Kanseikai 続群書類従完成会, though the enumeration of geppō issues continued uninterrupted.
6
Still more articles may have been adapted or reprinted as book chapters: for an example, see the article by
Kurosawa Hiroshi in the Annotated Bibliography of References.
7
Evaluating the bibliographic value of advertisements is beyond the scope of my research, though Tasaka Kenji’s
article notes the value of naiyō mihon 内容見本. Okamoto Kazunori’s bibliography of Niwa Fumio provides
bibliographic information on not only geppō and naiyō mihon, but also advertising pamphlets, book jackets, and
obi. In Bungaku zenshū no kenkyū, Aoyama Takeshi admits to having used geppō as bookmarks, only to throw
them away, unread, when finished with the main volumes. Perhaps this reader behavior inspired some publishers
to designate their geppō as shiori (see endnote 1 above).
8
It should be noted that some monthly publications bearing the term geppō in their titles do exist and are distinct
from the bibliographic entities described in this article.
9
The University of Pennsylvania has been able to acquire complete runs of geppō from secondhand book dealers,
both as bound and loose collections.
10
Documented at http://rnavi.ndl.go.jp/research_guide/entry/theme‐honbun‐101043.php (last accessed 4/22/13).
11
Geppō number 30 comprises 20 pages.
12
For a full bibliographic record, see OCLC #830870314 (http://www.worldcat.org/oclc/830870314, last accessed
4/22/13).
13
For details on each geppō issue, see the Appendix.
14
On the Penn Libraries’ OPAC Franklin, a few sets whose records noted “geppō inserted” were missing every
single issue of those geppō. Where discovered, such records have been corrected.
15
For an example, see http://hb2.seikyou.ne.jp/home/kami‐mura/f‐sankoubunken/geppou.html (accessed
4/22/13). This is a title and author listing of all the geppō for Fukunaga Takehiko zen shōsetsu福永武彦全小説.
The page’s compiler has been identified as Kawamura Shōhei 上村周平.
21
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16

See individual pages linked from http://www.iwanami.co.jp/meiji/index.html (last accessed 4/22/13). Not all of
the geppō contents are present, and in one case a typographical error was observed when verified against the
geppō itself.
17
See the Selected Bibliography of Geppō Contents in Publication for some titles. I have also supplied references
to some notable book chapters that use geppō as their theme: see the works of Kōno Toshirō and Mitsuki Teruo in
the Annotated Bibliography of References.
18
Available via http://www.nijl.ac.jp/pages/database/, as of 5/20/13).
19
These analyzed records are generally created when the main set is also analyzed volume by volume.
20
Naming conventions for such items should be standardized, because many supplemental volumes such as
bessatsu 別冊 (separate books), bekkan 別巻 (separate volumes), and hokan 補巻 (supplementary volumes) may
be included alongside a series: these three terms are often simplified as “supplements” in English. As Ishiwata
Yūko suggests, “supplement” may be an imprecise designation for geppō. See endnote 1 for more on this.
21
I have catalogued geppō as serials, and not as monographic series, given the decidedly journal‐like nature of
their distribution and enumeration.
22
All figures here calculated as of 5/20/2013.
23
My search term was “新日本古典文学大系明治編 月報”. Note the space between 編 and 月: the search fails
to retrieve any results without it. Truncating the search to”新日本古典文学大系明治編” retrieves both geppō
articles and content within the taikei itself.
24
“付録: 月報 24.” Similar to brief notations of “geppō inserted”. See endnote 14.
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